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ABSTRACT

We present a source localization system for first-order Ambi-
sonics (FOA) contents based on a stacked convolutional and
recurrent neural network (CRNN). We propose to use as in-
put to the CRNN the FOA acoustic intensity vector, which
is easy to compute and closely linked to the sound direction
of arrival (DoA). The system estimates the DoA of a point
source in both azimuth and elevation. We conduct an expe-
rimental evaluation in configurations including reverberation,
noise, and various speaker w.r.t. microphone orientations. The
results show that the proposed architecture and input allow
the network to return accurate location estimates in realistic
conditions compared to another recent CRNN-based system.

Index Terms— Direction of arrival, first-order Ambiso-
nics (FOA), acoustic intensity, CRNN

1. INTRODUCTION

Estimating the direction of arrival (DoA) of audio sources
is a key prerequisite for many applications, in particular for
source separation and speech recognition [1, 2]. Among tra-
ditional methods, two trends have achieved notable success :
methods based on correlation, either to estimate the time dif-
ference of arrival [3] or directly the DoA [4], and subspace
methods such as MUSIC [5].

When dealing with the spatial properties of a soundfield,
the Ambisonics format [6] is particularly well-suited. This
format is based on the decomposition of the soundfield on the
basis of spherical harmonic functions. It was initially develop-
ped to unify the different spatial recording and broadcasting
techniques. It is isotropic and enables easy spatial manipula-
tion of the signal, hence its increasing use in the industry, as
shown by its inclusion in the MPEG-H standard [7].

The spatial information in Ambisonics signals can be ana-
lyzed by means of the so-called acoustic intensity vector. Its
computation from a first-order Ambisonics (FOA) signal is
simple and it has hence been used for localization [8–10].
Alternative localization methods based on the raw FOA si-
gnals [11], on their covariance matrix [12], or on independent
component analysis (ICA) [13] have also been proposed. All
these methods degrade in reverberant or noisy conditions.

Recently, neural network-based localization systems have
shown to be more robust to challenging conditions. Multilayer
perceptrons have been applied to binaural cues [14], genera-
lized cross correlation (GCC) features [15], eigenvectors of
the spatial covariance matrix [16], or cosines and sines of in-
terchannel phase differences [17]. Convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) have also been applied to raw short time Fou-
rier transform (STFT) phases [18]. All these works aim at re-
covering only the azimuth of the source in the median plan
(except in [16] where the source can also have a fixed eleva-
tion). Adavanne et al. [19] were the first to use Ambisonics
signals as inputs to a neural network for localization. Their
network is a stacked convolutional and recurrent neural net-
work (CRNN) that estimates the DoA on the whole sphere for
up to two speakers. It achieved encouraging results, showing
the relevance of the FOA format. Nevertheless, it was only
tested with simulated spatial room impulse responses (SRIRs)
and the source DoAs were located on the same discrete grid
as the one used for training the network.

In this paper, we propose a CRNN-based system to esti-
mate the DoA of a single static source from an FOA recor-
ding. We introduce a new feature vector based on the inten-
sity vector which makes the network more robust to realistic
conditions. We train it on a large variety of simulated SRIRs
and evaluate it on unseen rooms, including a real room with
difficult source/microphone configurations. Furthermore, we
evaluate our system on DoAs that lie anywhere on the sphere
and not only on a discrete grid.

We introduce the FOA format in Section 2. We propose
our solution in Section 3. Section 4 establishes the experi-
mental protocol used to validate the solution, and Section 5
presents the results. We conclude in Section 6.

2. AMBISONICS FORMAT

2.1. FOA format

The Ambisonics representation decomposes the sound-
field in a point of space on the basis of spherical harmonic
functions [6]. When using the whole infinite basis, this de-
composition is exact. In practice, however, we will only use
the first order which consists of four channels. The first chan-



Fig. 1. Power of the first spherical harmonics for order 0 (top)
and 1 (bottom). The spherical harmonics are positive in the
light areas and negative in the darker areas.

nel, named W , corresponds to the order-0 spherical harmonic
function, namely what an omnidirectional microphone placed
at the observation point would record. The three other chan-
nels, X , Y and Z, correspond to the order-1 functions of the
basis, and to what three polarized bidirectional microphones
aligned on the axes eX , eY , eZ would record (see Fig. 1).

For a plane wave with azimuth θ and elevation φ creating
a sound pressure p, the STFT FOA components are :

W (t, f)
X(t, f)
Y (t, f)
Z(t, f)

 =


1√

3 cos θ cosφ√
3 sin θ cosφ√

3 sinφ

 p(t, f) (1)

with t and f the time frame and frequency bin indexes. In ane-
choic conditions, the DoA of the sound source can be directly
obtained from the FOA signals [11].

2.2. Intensity vector

In reverberant or noisy conditions, spatial information is
often analyzed by means of the complex-valued intensity vec-
tor I(t, f) = p(t, f)∗v(t, f) instead, where v(t, f) is the par-
ticle velocity vector and ∗ denotes complex conjugation [20].
The active intensity vector Ia(t, f) = R{p(t, f)∗v(t, f)} re-
presents the transfer of energy in a given point in space. The
reactive intensity vector Ir(t, f) = I{p(t, f)∗v(t, f)} repre-
sents dissipative local energy transfers.

In the FOA format, the components X , Y and Z are
proportional to the coordinates of v [9]. Disregarding this
constant, the active and reactive intensity are then

Ia(t, f) =

R{W (t, f)∗X(t, f)}
R{W (t, f)∗Y (t, f)}
R{W (t, f)∗Z(t, f)}

 (2)

Ir(t, f) =

I{W (t, f)∗X(t, f)}
I{W (t, f)∗Y (t, f)}
I{W (t, f)∗Z(t, f)}

 . (3)

The DoA of the sound source can be estimated in each (t,f) bin
by the opposite direction of the active intensity vector Ia(t, f).
The main direction is then recovered by majority vote [10]
or averaging [8, 9] over time and frequency. However, these
methods exhibit limited robustness to noise and reverberation.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Instead of merely looking at the average direction pointed
by the active intensity vector, we feed its value in all time-
frequency bins to a neural network that will predict the DoA
as a classification problem.

3.1. Input features

The input to the network is composed of the 6 channels
of active (2) and reactive (3) parts of the intensity vector. The
network is fed with several time frames at a time. We additio-
nally normalize each time-frequency bin by its energy [13],
resulting in the inputs

1

|W (t, f)|2 + 1
3 (|X(t, f)|2 + |Y (t, f)|2 + |Z(t, f)|2)[

Ia(t, f)
Ir(t, f)

]
. (4)

Compared to the raw magnitudes and phases of the FOA si-
gnals (1) used in [19], the normalized intensity vector (4) en-
codes spatial information in a more invariant way. This is ex-
pected to be beneficial for neural network training.

3.2. Target

Eventually, our aim is to recover the DoA of a source,
which is a continuous quantity. It would seem natural to state
this as a regression problem. However, it appears harder to
perform than classification [15]. We thus formulate the pro-
blem as follows : find on a pre-defined grid the DoA that is
the closest to the actual one. The grid should be approxima-
tely uniform on the 2D (joint azimuth and elevation) sphere,
leading to the following equations for the elevations φi ∈
[−90, 90] and the azimuths θ(i)j ∈ [−180, 180) in degrees :{

φi = −90 + i
I × 180 with i ∈ {0, . . . , I}

θ
(i)
j = −180 + j

J(i)+1
× 360 with j ∈ {0, . . . , J (i)}

(5)
where I = b 180α c and J (i) = b 360α cosφic with α the desi-
red grid resolution in degrees. The target DoA among those
classes was one-hot encoded. The source being static, the tar-
get is the same for all frames of an utterance.

3.3. Network architecture

The network, depicted in Fig. 2, is a CRNN similar to the
first half of the network used in [19]. First, features are extrac-
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the network.

ted with convolutional layers across time and frequency with
3×3 filters, followed by batch normalization and max-pooling
across frequency. A second part of the network made of two
bidirectional long short-time memory (BiLSTM) layers and
two time-distributed feed-forward (FF) layers returns a DoA
for each time frame.

Rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations are used after
each convolutional layer. Hard-sigmoid and tanh are used
as recurrent and kernel activations in the BiLSTM layers. A
sigmoid is finally applied after the second feed-forward layer
so that the outputs are between 0 and 1. These outputs can
be seen as probabilities, except that they do not sum to 1.
We also tried the softmax function, which is more commonly
used for classification and ensures that the outputs sum to 1,
with no better results. We used the binary cross-entropy loss
function for training with the Nadam [21] optimizer.

The network has to be regularized to avoid overfitting.
Adavanne et. al [19] stack two networks similar to the one
above, and force the intermediate output to match a MUSIC
powermap. The full network is then jointly trained on the sum
of the intermediate and final losses. However, we did not find
this intermediate output to improve learning in the following
experiments using thousands of training rooms. It even hin-
dered it, possibly because MUSIC powermaps themselves are
not accurate in highly reverberant and noisy environments, or
when sources or microphones are close to a wall.

Along the same lines, we investigated a softer target than
one-hot encoding, targetting 1 for the closest DoA on the grid
and 0.5 for neighbouring classes. This did bring improvement

Algorithm 1 Protocol to generate the SRIRs.
1: for each DoA0 do
2: repeat
3: procedure ROOM
4: l = rand(2.5, 10)
5: L = rand(2.5, 10) . in meters
6: h = rand(2, 3)
7: RT60 = rand(0.2, 0.8) . in seconds
8: end procedure
9: procedure MICPOS

10: xmic, ymic, zmic ∈ room
11: . at least 0.5 m from walls
12: dmic−src = rand(1, 3) . in meters
13: end procedure
14: procedure SRCPOS
15: Pick DoA1,2

16: end procedure
17: until a compatible configuration is found
18: end for

when training and testing were made only on the median-plan
subsets, which was already observed with similar soft targets
[22]. However, we did not observe such improvement when
considering the whole sphere sets. This tends to show that
dataset size and variety suffice to achieve good regularization.

Eventually, we only used classical dropout after each
convolutional block, on the recurrent weights of the BiLSTM
layers, and after the first feed-forward layer.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1. Data

For training, we generated many room configurations and
source/microphone positions so that the network can genera-
lize to unseen conditions. Specifically, we generated 42,000
room configurations with random dimensions and reverbera-
tion times (RT60) between 200 ms and 800 ms. In each room,
we picked 3 DoAs randomly on the sphere as summarized in
Algorithm 1, with at least 10˚ angular distance as defined in
(6) between each pair. In order to ensure the network sees all
prediction class during training, the DoA0 were forced to be
equally reparted in the neighborhood of all grid points. We
simulated SRIRs via the image method [23] by adapting the
software in [24] to the FOA format, resulting in a total of
128,700 SRIRs. We convolved each SRIR with a 1 s French
speech signal randomly selected from the Bref corpus [25]
and added diffuse babble noise at a random SNR between 0
and 20 dB. The diffuse field was simulated by averaging the
diffuse parts of two SRIRs in the dataset for the same room
configuration. 1,287 signals were generated similarly for vali-
dation, with different room configurations and different spea-
kers from Bref.



We tested the algorithm on two datasets. On the one hand,
1,287 signals simulated similarly to the training and valida-
tion sets in 429 different simulated rooms with random DoAs
picked uniformly on the sphere regardless of the grid, but this
time with at least 25˚ between each pair of sources. On the
other hand, 576 signals generated using real SRIRs measu-
red in a room with RT60 = 500 ms. 16 loudspeakers with
different heights and orientations emitted towards 36 micro-
phone positions uniformly placed in the room (at least 50 cm
from any wall). The microphones sometimes ended up behind
the loudspeaker, which had not be seen in training where the
sources were supposed to be omnidirectionnal. For both test
sets, the SRIRs were convolved with 1 s of English speech
from the SiSEC campaign [26] and diffuse babble noise was
added at an SNR between 0 and 20 dB.

4.2. Algorithm parameters

All signals were sampled at 16 kHz. The STFT was per-
formed on 1024 points with half-overlapping sine windows.
Each 1 s utterance was split in two sequences of 25 frames
with 12 overlapping frames between sequences. The dimen-
sions of the input to the network are therefore 25 × 513 × 6.
The angular step for the prediction grid in (5) was chosen as
α = 10˚, resulting in 429 classes. Dropout was applied with
a rate of 0.2. Early stopping with a patience of 20 epochs was
used to further regularize the system.

We used the localization system in [13], which provided
the best results among pre-deep learning methods, as a base-
line. It first applies ICA to the mixture in order to estimate the
mixing matrix [27]. DoAs are estimated for each column of
this matrix (4 in the case of FOA). Naive Bayesian classifica-
tion then discriminates between the direct path of the source
and false alarms due to reflections.

In order to assert the impact of input features, we also used
a system similar to ours that is trained and tested directly on
the magnitude and phase of the FOA signals (1) as in [19].

4.3. Evaluation measure

For each test sequence, we average the network outputs
over all frames in order to obtain a global score for each
DoA. The estimated DoA for the sequence then corresponds
to the averaged output with the highest score. We assess per-
formance by computing the angular distance on the sphere
between the predicted DoA (θ̂, φ̂) and the actual DoA (θ, φ) :

δ[(θ̂, φ̂), (θ, φ)] = arccos{ sin(φ̂) sin(φ)

+ cos(φ̂) cos(φ) cos(θ̂ − θ)}.
(6)

We define the accuracy as the proportion of test sequences for
which the angular error is below a certain tolerance threshold
(5˚, 10˚and 15˚). The angular distance between a point on the
sphere and the closest point on the grid being up to 7˚, we also
compute the classification accuracy for the DRNN models.

Room Simulated SRIR Real SRIR
Angular error <5˚ <10˚ <15˚ <5˚ <10˚ <15˚
Baseline [13] 27.5 56.6 70.2 24.6 55.0 70.7
CRNN + (1) 45.9 85.1 92.7 23.9 66.0 87.0
CRNN + (4) 51.6 91.1 95.2 28.6 70.2 89.6(proposed)

Table 1. Accuracy (%) of the tested systems for 5˚, 10˚ or 15˚
angular error tolerance. The 95% confidence intervals vary
from ±1.2% to ±1.9%. The best results are shown in bold.

5. RESULTS

The accuracies of the three systems are shown in Table 1.
When testing on data generated from simulated SRIRs, the
two CRNN-based systems perform much better than the ba-
seline, as they were trained in similar conditions. By using
the normalized intensity vector (4) as input to the CRNN, our
system improves the accuracy by 12% relative for a 5˚ tole-
rance compared to using the raw FOA signals (1). The classi-
fication accuracies are respectively 52.1% with the raw FOA
inputs (1) and 58.0% with the intensity vector input (4).

Data generated from real SRIRs provide the most signi-
ficant testing conditions. The CRNN with raw FOA inputs
doesn’t surpass the baseline for the accuracy with 5˚ tole-
rance, but using the intensity vector (4) brings 16% relative
improvement. CRNNs are less prone to outliers : the 15˚ to-
lerance accuracy is improved by a relative 27% between the
baseline and our proposed model. The classification accura-
cies are respectively 29.7% with (1) and 34.1% with (4).

It is worth mentioning that the computation time is more
than 10 times faster with the CRNN based methods than with
the baseline which includes a time-consuming ICA step.

6. CONCLUSION

We proposed a new CRNN-based method for estimating
the DoA of a sound source from FOA contents. The proposed
method relies on using the normalized acoustic intensity vec-
tor as input. Experiments were carried out with real SRIRs
measured in adverse conditions : reverberation, background
noise, random microphone and loudspeaker positions leading
to unsual orientations, wall interferences, and sources coming
from any direction in space. They showed the superiority of
CRNN over previous Ambisonics localization systems and of
the proposed input over raw Ambisonics signals. In the future,
we plan to extend this work to the case of overlapping speech.
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